India Internet Foundation (IIFON) is an Internet Research & Policy think tank organization working on thematic, policy and technical dimensions of Internet. It is a not for profit organization with broad objective of Improving Trust in Internet & Building Communities for advancement of Internet. It started as an initiative of Internet Society Kolkata but considering the Indian focus required for development of Critical Internet Infrastructure, it has gone through transformation to its current state, form and structure.

The first strategic program of this organization is about keeping Indian Internet traffic local to India. In doing so we operate DNS root instances and manage a community driven Internet Exchange Point. The second strategic program is Internet Operations Research working to improve the security, stability, and understanding of the Internet's DNS infrastructure in India.

The Foundation serving this role is a call for change which brings together all stakeholders government and policy-makers, experts and academics, international organizations, youth, technology innovators and representatives of civil society in a neutral space.

The call for change will alter the way and means Internet is accessed and delivered in India. It relates itself to UN Sustainable Development Goals for 2030 and aligns with Goal 17 of revitalizing the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development.
Objective

Improving Trust

Building Communities

The work programs of IIFON aligned to objectives:

Improving Trust:
- Improving DNS Infrastructure DNSSEC deployment.
- Security & resiliency of critical Internet Infrastructure.
- Internet operations research.

Building Communities:
- Next generation Internet Standards.
- Community outreach.
- Out, Awareness & Education.
IIFON Community Membership Benefits

• Regular Updates by IIFON to its members on the regulations and notification provided by TRAI & DOT, and Government of India.

• Periodic updates on policies & development in International Organisations ICANN / APNIC / INTERNET SOCIETY.

• Consolidate all the issues of the members and represent them to the government authorities.

• Participate in research studies through interviews surveys or IIFON Committees / Technical Policy Groups.
• Exclusive discount for all workshops and seminars being conducted by IIFON.

• Network with Peers and other stakeholders through quarterly and annual members meets.

• Enhancement of broad visibility.

• Enable skill development of your resources.

• Hand holding members for compliance to Govt. and regulatory bodies requirements.

Contact Us:

www.iifon.org

91 33 4008 0002

membership@iifon.org

Kolkata | Delhi | Ranchi